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Indecent exposure on campus
Student Life, Page 3

Inside Chaplain Benson's
motorcycle gang
Student Life, Page 4
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noteworthynews
ROTC awarded
Olivet’s ROTC team won
first place in the Ranger Chal
lenge competition over Fall
Break.
Thirteen schools competed
for this event, and it’s equiva
lent to winning the Super
Bowl for ROTC. This is the
first time ONU has won first
place competing against sev
eral prominent schools.

ONU lends a hand
Over ' fall break, ‘ Olivet
housed iand fed about 70 se
nior adults who had to be
evacuated from an area nurs
ing home. Bourbonnais Ter
race nursing home was closed
due to asbestos., They. slept
and ate their meals in Chal
fant Hall. Olivet arranged- a
dining area and living areas for
relaxing and socializing within
Chalfant Hall.
Sodexo provided meals to the
residents during their stay.

PHOTOS BY LÉSA PliSAV.tMÿl,

The 2008 Hom ecom ing Court: W ade McCann, Emily Poling, Ian Cole, H illary Cole, Alex Rodriguez, Brooklin
Soulia, Lauren Green, Daniel Rodriguez, Rachel Bedell, and M atthew Lyle.

New listeners for Shine.fm
During the third quarter of
2008, Shine gained 30,000
weekly listeners, a 50 percent
increase.
This was its largest Arbitron Ratings in the station’s
history.
Now, more than 90,000
people are hearing music
from Shine, according to Bri
an Allen, VP of Institutional
Advancement at Olivet Nazarene University.

Tigers ‘Dig Pink’
A new volleyball uniform
was shown offat.ONU against
the Cougars from Saint Xavi
er University (111.).
The two rival schools from
the Chicagoland Collegiate
Athletic Conference have
teamed up with the Side-Out
Foundation for a Dig Pink
night to raise funds for the
fight against breast cancer.
The players wore custom
pink jerseys and coaches and
officias wore pink shirts as
the Tigers dominated. ONU
beat Saint Xavier 25-18, 2516,25-14.
This was ONU’s 12th
straight win, 22nd in their
last 23 matches, and all 200
t-shirts were sold.
Source: ONU Marketing
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JESSICA COHEA
jcohea@olivet.edu
Brooklin Soulia was crowned
the 2008 Homecoming Queen on
Thursday, Oct. 23. The moment left
her speechless.
' The senior class was asked to
choose the top 10 females they be
lieved represented their class, Ol
ivet and most importantly, God, in
the best way. From there, the senior
class narrowed the nominees to five
lucky girls. Then finally, the entire
student body voted for this year’s
Queen.
The top five nominees were Rachel
Bedell, Hillary Cole, Lauren Green,
Emily Poling and Soulia.
A senior male was also nominat
ed to escort each female across the
stage. The five escorts were Ian Colej^j
Matthew Lyle, Wade McCann, Dan
iel-Rodriguez and Alex Rodriguez.
Homecoming Coronation was the
first Homecoming event of the year
and was hosted by Women’s R esip
dential Life (WRL). .
“Since 1955, Homecoming Coro
nation has been the homecoming
tip-off,” said Amanda Siems, WRL
president, at the event.
Chalfant Hall was decorated with
the theme “Captivating.” The hall
was dimly lit with a purple back
ground and white pillars lining the
back of the stage.
“Christ’s love is captivating,”
Siems said, “and His love is reflected
in the lives of these ladies.”.
WRL also chose a Bible verse to
center the night around, Isaiah 62r3:.
“You will be a crown of splendor in
the Lord’s hand, a royal diadem in

Brooklin
Soulia
crowned
queen

Alex Rodriguez and Brooklin Soulia pause for
photos after sh e w as crowned. 2008 Hom ecom 
ing Queen by 2007 Queen Katie Brashaw.

the hand of your God.’W
Dwayne Mills and Dr. Bethany
Mills were the night’s masters of
ceremonies. They introduced the
nominees, their parents and Dr.
Mills asked each girl one question
about their lives at Olivet.
Soulia was asked what advice she
would give to incoming freshmen
that she wished someone had given
her.
“Dig deep into the Word of God,”
she responded.
After the question and response,
the girls listened to their parents’ feel
ings about their daughters.
Soulia’s father, Jess Soulia, de
scribed her as “bold, radiant and lov
ing.”
“You have always had a tender heart
to follow God,” he told his daughter in
front o f the audience. '
Soulia’s mother, JoAnne Soulia,
was most thankful for her faith. „
“She deservesthis,” she said, proud
ly. “She will always put God first with
whatever comes her way.” .
When it was all said and done,
Siems was overwhelmed.
“It was here, then 45 minutes later,
it was gone,” Siems said. Just like that
all of the hard work was over. “A lot
of energy was put ’into [this'might]
and I couldn’t have asked for a better
group.”
Soulia felt differently after the coro
nation.
“I don’t know how I feel,” she said.
||T m excited, surprised and.. .hot.”
The stage lights, mixed with nerves
and emotion stirred up during the night
were enough to make anyone sweat.
“I am also relieved that I might have
an hour to just sit down,” Soulia said.
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VonSeggens named w in n ers
1

Couple win ‘World’s Most Interesting Olivetian’
CATHY SCHUTT
cschutt@olivet.edu

1
HI
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A ventriloquist. A puppet leader.
Directors o f children’s ministries.
A husband and wife ministry team.
Who is this accomplished couple?
They are Dale and Liz VonSeg
gen, winners o f the World’s Most
Interesting Olivetian contest.
This is the first year that the
contest has been held at Olivet.
Heather Day, Director o f Market
ing Communications and director
o f the contest, said that any current
student or alumni was eligible for
nomination.
About 30 people were nomi
nated, and voting was made avail;
able to the public online for three

Liz and Dale VonSeggen pose w ith th eir puppets^

weeks.
Although • all were interesting
candidates, Dale and Liz VonSeg
gen stuck out from the rest.
Dale graduated Olivet in 1965
with a mathematics degree. Liz
graduated the following year with
a degree in Spanish and French.
Both attended Western Michigan
University in Kalamazoo, Mich;,
where Dale obtained a Master’s
degree in Educational Leadership
and Liz received one in Speech
and Drama Communications.
Liz learned ventriloquism in
college by listening to instruction
al tapes. In 1991, she.was the first
female to be named “Ventriloquist
o f the Year” at the International
Ventriloquist Convention in Fort
Mitchell, Ky. She continues to

perform at churches, banquets and
conferences to this day.
The VonSeggens took their first
step into ministry during their col
lege years when they and another
couple formed the Harbor Lights Quartet. The group performed in
churches for the next 20 years.
After attending a number of chil
dren’s ministry conferences, Dale
and Liz founded One Way Street
ministries in 1974.
| f l ‘Our purpose is to advance the
kingdom o f God by providing the
best possible resources, training
and customer service to people
who share the message o f Jesus
Christ through creative arts,” Dale
said.

HOMECOMING SCHEDULE
Friday, Oct. 24
•
•
•

Homecoming Chapel, 11 a.m.
Shine, fm Open House, 1-4 p.m.
Engineering Dept. Alumni Reception,
2-4 p.m.
c • Powder Puff Footbaff 2 p.m.
> Planetarium Show, 3 p.m.
• Men's JV Basketball vs. Alumni, 3:30 p.m.
• Planetarium Show, 5 p.m.
J • Women's Basketball, 5:30 p.m.
• Planetarium Show, 7 p.m.
• Men's Basketball, 7:30 p.m.
liv® Women's Basketball Reception, 7:30 p.m.
f> Taste of Olivet, 8:45 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 25
•

24th Annual Wendy Parsons 5K Run,
7 a.m. Registration; 8 a.m. Race
Phi Delta Lambda Reception,
8 -9:15 a.m.
• Military Science Dept. Open House,
8 a.m. -1 p.m.
I p f Undergraduate Class Reunions
and Golden Grads Reunion, 9:30 a.m.

Student Life

Series and senior art shows,
Page 6

O.N.You! Homecoming for Kids
Super Saturday Morning, 9 a.m.
MERC Breakfast, 9:30 a.m
Nursing Dept. Open House,
11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Shine.fm Open House, 11a.m. -1 p.m.
Social Work Alumni Reception,
11 a.m -1 p.m{H
Men's Choir Reunion, Noon
Hospitality Tent & Introductions;
Celebrating 1998 National Runner-Up
football team, Pre-Game
Men's Football vs. St. Ambrose, 1:30 p.m.
Newly Renovated Benner Library
Open House, 1:30 - 4 p.m.
Planetarium Show, 3 p.mr «■
Music Department Concert, 4 p.m.
Missionary Reunion, 4:45 p.m.
Planetarium Show, 5 p.m.
Partner/Pacesetter/ Investor Dinner,
5:30 p.m. (By invitation)
Planetarium Show, 7 p.m.
Homecoming Pops! Concert, 7:30 p.m.
Contemporary Christian Concert
and Comedian, 7:30‘p.m.

Students react to the bailout,
a letter from a friend of Olivet
and a column about going
beyond the two-party system,
Page 13
Candy Costume Fest, Movie
review of “Eagle Eye,” Sleepy
Hollow, and the Ovid Young
concert, Page 7

The Old Oak Lounge, the de
votional thought and the MRL
campout, Page 5

Homecoming court, Pages 8-9

The Arts

Election

Dr. Seuss event at Higher
Grounds, Student Concert

A look at the candidates’ posi^
tions on the issues, Pages 10-11

In-Depth

•

Sports
ONU golf, the new ONU
basketball coach and home
sports, Page 14
The Chicago Cubs and fantasy
football, Page 15
Senior linebacker Rory Fry
and men’s soccer, Page 16

O.N.You! Homecoming for Kids
Super Saturday Night, 7 p.m.
Hors d'oeuvres and Dessert Buffet,
8:45 p.m.
- ,c

Sunday, Oct. 26
•

c 1:

President's Prayer Breakfast, 8 a.m.

Editorial Staff

Opinion
The bailout fallout and a letter
to the editor in reaction to the
Shane Claiborne issue, Page 12

Student defies medical odds,
Chaplain Benson and his
motorcycle group and the PreLaw Society, Page 4

•

: J e ss ic a S h u m a k er
E xecutive editor

M elo d y K en n ell

L isa P esavento

S tudent L ife editor

Im ages editor

D a n iel O liv er
C opy editor

K elly H o lc o m b
I n -D epth editor

C h a r l e s S h e ets
G raphics editor

T ra cey W angler

D o l ph y B iswas

N ews editor

T h e A rts editor

J o s h H jo r t
F inancial M anager

; M atthew C awvey
O pinion editor

J arret R oloff
S ports editor

K ate R o je k
B usiness manager
W eb editor

f ABOUT THE GLIMMERGLASS
“The GlimmerGlass is the official newspa
per of the Associated Students of Olivet
Nazarenc University and a member of the
Illinois College Press Association. The
’ opinions expressed in the GlimmerGlass
sue those of each writer and are not nec
essarily held by the Associated Students
Council, faculty, administration or stu
dents of Olivet Nazarene University.

LETTER SUBMISSION
The GlimmerGlass encourages readers to
respond through letters to the editor. For
publication, letters must be signed and
sent to GlimmerGlass, Box 6024. The
editor reserves the right to edit letters for
content, style, and length. Publication is
not guaranteed. Further inquiries may be
addressed by calling the GlimmerGlass
office at campus extension 5315.

Unidentified man com m its lew d act on campus
Two incidents of public indency filed in September
JESSICA COHEA
jcohea@olivet.edu
While talking to her best friend, a girl
noticed a man on the opposite side o f a
fence from her. The next time she looked
at him he was not wearing pants.
In the.-past two months, there were two
incidents of public indecency on campus.
The first was outside o f Williams Hall;
the second was behind the soccer fields
of Snowbarger Athletic Park.
Two girls heard a noise outside of
their second floor Williams Hall window
on Sept. 8. When they investigated the
noise, there was a man, again, not wear
ing pants.
Seniors Whitney Allison and Sarah
Anderson were walking around the track
in Snowbarger Athletic Park on Sept. 24
when a man took off his pants and ex
posed himself to them.
“I was so freaked out that nightj” Al
lison ¿aid. “1 prayed to the Lord that He

would just protect us.”
Allison was afraid of what would come
after he exposed himself.
“I just didn’t know what he was going
to do next,” Allison said.
“I got mad and grabbed Whitney’s
hand and left. It was just a disgusting
thing to do,” Anderson said.
It has not been confirmed if the man
was the same man from Williams Hall,
but the descriptions from the four fe
males were very similar, according to
Craig Bishop, director o f Public Safety.
“It was too coincidental not to be the
same person,” Bishop said.
The first man was white, approxi
mately 30 years old, and “wearing a blue
baseball cap, hooded gray sweatshirt;
blue and tan shorts and tennis shoes,” ac
cording to the Public Safety report.
The second man was also white, be
tween the ages o f 30 and 40 and “wear
ing a white buttoned down collar shirt,
black shorts, and black dress socks.” He
also had gray hair and was clean shaven.

“This will be resolved through the co
operation o f the entire community work
ing together to observe suspicious activ
ity and report,” Bishop said.
Bishop also emphasized that the uni
versity community should-“refrain from
activities that could be considered suspi
cious.” This way the law enforcement
on and off campus can better spend their
time and not “waste valuable time.’|S j
There is no way to stop people from
the community from coming onto cam
pus because Olivet is an open campus. In
order to stay safe, there are a few things
Bishop suggested. See the sidebar for
pointers on staying safe.
Students and staff can also always re
fer to the handbook for safety tips.
Public Safety and the Bourbonnais Po
lice Department are working to find this
man - or these men - because there is no
guarantee that it will not happen again.
“There is almost a zero percent chance
o f getting struck by lightning, but it hap

Pointers in Staying Safe
1. Wea ryo ur ID. Th is way it is
easierio notice visitors.
2. Do not approach
anyo nellus pici oils. Just ob serve <
and eaII Public Safefy
3. Be conscientious of those .
•aroundw o u ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r iJ
4. Trustlt meiBuD
officers. Theyare^lT
trained professionals. ;
fS.Make personal responsibility for;
your
*; i m p o ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M S l ^ e p in q

SiyourSp^ ^ n
®1§' '

W"/^' ’
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¿i: sujsSigio^orAWianqiTOnay io |||
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pens,” Bishop said.

Students gather, w atch debates
At an informal watching party, students discussed the results
EMILY SPUNAUCLE
espunaug@olivet.edu
The clatter of foosball games
and the dizzying camera flash
of The Daily Journal’s Robert
Themer welcomed the first presi
dential debate of the 2008 Elec
tion Sept. 2 6 .
Students gathered in the Red
Room to receive the arguments
of Sens. John McCain and Barack
Obama.
Capital Hill Gang president
Tony Calero expected no more
than 10 people to be present,
but was impressed with the 24
viewers, not counting thos£ who

stopped by out o f curiosity.
The debate sparked humor and
honest feedback from the smat^
tering of majors and interests
present.
Senior Kristen Wright, a nurs
ing major at ONU, said her room
mate, a political science major,
had persuaded her to come.
“I came unsure on both can
didates, but was glad McCain
showed up. I wish McCain
would’ve answered more ques
tions.”
Wright lived six years in
Ukraine with her parents, who are
missionaries. With her experience
abroad, Wright is especially inter
ested in how each candidate plans

to handle foreign relations.
“As opposed to simply ignor
ing and labeling countries we
don’t think are acting appropri
ately, as in Bush’s administration,
and probably John . McCain’s,”
Wright said.
“I think Obama might be a little
more open to alternate ways of
dealing with these problems.”
Freshman Timothy McLane,
who majors in political science
and information systems, agreed.
Although inclined to agree more
with the Republicans than Demo
crats, he felt Obama’s greater
willingness to communicate with
hostile governments was a strong
argument lh his favor.

When asked which candidate
h H thought won the debate, se
nior Jason Roberts Responded
“O bam a,»with a chuckle. Rob
erts, a history education major,
believes the most important ar
gument o f the night was largely
overlooked—education.
“A strong economy is based on
educated people,” Roberts said.
“If we fail to produce adequate
workers, we fail to produce ad
equate jobs, and have an inade
quate economy. Let’s educate our
people for our jobs.”
After the debate, Calero asked
students for an impromptu vote—
with “all things Considered’S - as ■
to which candidate won. O f those

who chose to participate, only
freshman Jim Murray thought
John McCain was the victor.
But after being a maverick in
voting for “The Maverick,” Mur
ray seemed to waver in his choice
for debate winner. Even so, the
debate had no bearing on his
choice for president.
“After voting [at the debate]
I still support the McCain-Palin
ticket,” Murray affirmed.
Presidential debates have also
been held at Belmont and Hoffstra Univeristies, plus a vice pres
idential debate from Washington
University—all to prepare voters
for Nov. 4.

U.P.break-in
occurs over break
VICTORIA MEANS
tmeans@olivet.edu
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While most students were home for fall
break on Monday, Oct. 13, the campus
community was violated in a wray that has
not happened within the last five years. ,
Approximately 10 minutes before 7
p.m. there was an unauthorized, forced
entry at 303 University Place.According to Craig Bishop, the initial
report was classified as a burglary. How
ever,as the investigation continued it was
learned that no property was taken.
The evidence now supports the clas
sification o f unauthorized entry o f a uni
versity building, also known as Criminal
Trespassing to Property and included in
that Criminal Damage to the property.
It is reported that the suspect entered
the apartment through a window on the
ground floor on the backside o f the build
ing. The window screen was forcibly r e - ;

moved, causing damage as a result.
It is unknown whether or not the lock
ing mechanism failed or if the window
was just unlocked.
■ “My professional and personal advice
is to understand that Olivet Nazarene
University is a safe community,” said
Craig Bishop, the head of the Department
of Public Safety.
“The university property is a safe en
vironment and is located within a larger
safe community of the Village of Bour
bonnais. We are a community that is en
couraged to live in awareness rather than
fear.”
Although the university hosts many
visitors and guests with legitimate reasons to be on university property, Craig
Bishop said the challenge remains to
identify subjects that are on university
property with inappropriate intentions.
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Story of a miraculous beginning
NATALEE ANDERSON
nanderso@olivet.edu

PHOTO COURTESY OF ONU
MARKETING

Sophom ore Courtney
Cryer

You are in a coffee shop and
the girl on stage is singing. After
every song she smiles humbly.
People are saying, “Did you hear
that girl? She is really goodpY ou
wonder what great things she will
accomplish with the voice God
has given her because after you
hear her story, you know she was
bom for a purpose.
Courtney Cryer is a 19-year-old
sophomore from Fenton, Michi
gan. Cryer defied all odds in many
doctor’s eyes when her parents
were able to become pregnant
with her, and defied even more
odds when she was bom as a per
fectly healthy baby girl.
Her parents were told four

.years into their marriage that they tors knew she did not have Down
were not able to have children. syndrome, even though she has
Although it was a very tough, sad the extra copy of the 21st chro
time in their live$ii;they still had mosome that should cause her to
faith that God would bring them a have Down Syndrome.
child. Another four years went by
“It was a wonderful time in the
and miraculously, Debbie Cryer delivery room,” Mrs. Cryer said.
became pregnant. Shortly after
Because o f this miraculous sto
receiving such great news, Mrs. ry, Cryer was one o f the finalists
Cryer was told her unborn baby in the World’s Most Interesting
had a 100 percent chance o f being Olivetian contest.
bom with Down syndrome. The
“I didn’t know until people
doctors gave the Cryers the op started voting. I was surprised be
tion to abort, but they would not cause I don’t think I ’m very inter
think o f it.
esting,” Cryer said.
“We waited a long Time for this
Growing up;' Cryer was rebaby and we wanted her. We knew ‘ minded daily of how special she
God would see us through,” Mrs. really was. Every bedtime story
Cryer said.
was something along the lines of
Nine months later, the baby ar a king and queen wanting a little
rived as a miracle from God. As princess, she said.
soon as she was bom, the doc ÜËMv parents [and] their trust

and faith in God by what they
did just to have me, have really
encouraged me,” Cryer said; “It
affects me a lot.”;
Sophomore Elizabeth Agan is
one of Cryer’s closest friends.
They traveled together this sum
mer with the Olivet PR band “Be
fore Tomorrow.” They became
very close in that short amount of
time and Cryer’s story has been a
faith-builder in Agan’s life.
“ “It shows me how big a God I
serve, and against all odds, He is
bigger,” Agan said.
Mrs. Cryer believes that God
has a perfect plan for her daugh
ter’s life. Past trials have given
both Cryer and her mother the re
assurance that God has something ■
big in store for her.

Chap Daddy’s Choppers
MELODY KENNELL
mkennell@olivet.edu
A metallic blue Honda motor
cycle whizzes through the McHie
parking lot. Students look up and
may be surprised to see that the
driver is their own chaplain, Mi
chael Benson. Some students
may even do a double take to
make sure it’s really him.
“Not everybody’s used to see
ing it yet,” Benson said.
Benson bought his motorcycle
three months ago. He knew there;
were a lot o f guys at Olivet who
rode so he decided to get a group
together every week to ride to
breakfast. On Friday mornings
they ride to a local restaurant
about 30 minutes away in Wilm
ington. Benson calls the group
“The Tiger Pack.” He even has
someone designing a patch for
the group.
; “...It’s kind o f silly I guess,®
Benson said.
The point o f the group is to
ride and get to know people bet
ter, especially people who don’t

usually spend time together. The
group is diverse and includes
employees from Buildings and
Grounds, a computer science
teacher, a retired minister and
several students.
“That’s just not a group o f guys
that are normally together,” Ben
son said. “T hat’s kind o f a fun
thing - to enjoy each other even
though we don’t do other things
together and I really enjoy that
part of it.” .
There are probably fewer stu
dents because they leave for
breakfast at six in the morning,
Benson said. It’s a casual thing
and ho membership is required,
“It’s certainly open to anybody
who wants to go.”
Senior Austin Bender is one
student who chooses not to sleep
in on Friday mornings. He knew
the Chaplain before they started
>riding together, but has been able
i to know him on a different level
since riding to breakfast with the
group. Benson’s just one o f the
guys, Bender said
Dr. Larry Vail, computer sci

ence professor, has a pretty
tight schedule but tries to ride to
breakfast when he can. He said
the time spent with the guys has
been really good.
“Even though we wear ties to.
work,” Vail said. “We’re really
‘wild at heart.’”
At the beginning o f the year,
Benson went to Public Safety
and asked for a copy o f the mo
torcycle registration list to find
out who on campus rides. There
are about 26 people on the email
list, but eight is the largest group
that’s ever gone.
Benson bought his first bike
when he was living in Denver,
Colorado for his first pastorate.
When he and his family moved to
California, he sold his first bike
and bought a second. After mov
ing to Kansas, Benson sold that
bike and didn’t ride again until
this summer when it got back
into his blood.
}i“T f you’ve never ridden, it’s
not always easy to understand but
it’s a very relaxing thing to ride,”
Benson said.

PHOTO BY LISA PESAVENTO

Chaplain B enson show s us h is “w ild sid e” on h is
H onda motorcycle*

B râ V illS
NATALEE ANDERSON
nanderso@olivet.edu
If law school is in your future
and you need to pass the LSAT,
then you’re in luck. The Pre-Law
Society on campus is now an of
ficial ASC club.
The Pre-Law Society is in its
first year, but has already sparked
interest in many students; said
club president Kelly Foster. Be
fore she sent out any emails, Fos
ter had already been contacted by
over 15 students who wanted to
be a part o f the club.
Membership is for anyone.
Already, the interested students
are from a variety o f majors, in
cluding criminal justice, political

tllC

B r i l * * New club offers insight for students
interested in law

science, psychology, sociology,
business and’biology, Foster said.
Foster expects big things for the
first year.. She wishes to help the
members prepare for the LSAT to
get into law school. She hopes the
club will be a place where students
can find sources to help them pre
pare for law school. Sources may
include practice tests, websites,
speakers and possibly visiting a
law school class in Chicago.
‘‘For the first year, the goal is to
just become established and to be
known among all pre-law mem
bers so that they come together,”
Foster said.
Professor David Van Heemst,
one o f the club’s advisors, agreed
about what this first year may
hold.

“We will be diving in and see
ing where things take us,” he
said.
The Pre-Law Society is go
ing to be a much-needed support
group for all pre-law students,
said the other club advisor, Pro
fessor Brian Woodworth.
“To get ready for law school,
you need some kind o f commu
nity,” Woodworth said.
Foster is also working on get
ting admission counselors from
other schools to come in and help
the students with the admission
process. They would help with
the writing section o f the applica
tion as well as offering advice on
how to interview.
Last year, an Olivet student
and Professors Van Heemst and

Woodworth organized and elected
Foster as president o f the Pre-Law
Society, so that the club could be
up and running for the fall 2008
semester.
“Faculty and students have been
discussing how to improve the
pre-law program for a few years
now. Overall, this can be one of
the first steps to enhance the pre
law program,” Van Heemst said.
Foster was chosen because she
is very experienced in studying
for the LSAT and has had her
sights set on law school for some
time now, studying for the exam
since high school.
According to Woodworth, Ol
ivet has sufficient resources for
the Pre-Law Society.
“There is no reason, in my

opinion, why we can’t help stu
dents prepare for the LSAT and
prepare for law school here. We
have the smarts. We have the
ability. It should be a service we
should offer.”
Sophomore Sarah Shilvock is
a political science major, but her
real goal is to get into law school.
She is looking forward to becom
ing a part o f the Pre-Law Society.
“I ftiink it can help prepare me
for the LSAT [and] help me know
what to expect from law school,”
Shilvock said.E|And it will give
me first-hand experience in ap
plying for law school.”

Lounging Around
ANDI ANDERSON
ahayesl@olivet.edu
Olivet students have their fa
vorite places to hang out on cam
pus: Common Grounds in Lud
wig, Hills lobby or perhaps the
Gazebo. For students living at
Old Oak apartments, these spots
have always presented a problem:
they have to walk all the way
back to campus to get to them.
This summer, however, the Old
Oak students gained a place to
call their own.
The Old Oak Lounge is a proj
ect that has been a long time in
the making. Three years ago, VP
for Student Development Woody
Webb and VP for Finance Doug
Perry began talking about creat
ing a place for the honors students
to gather.
The lounge was finally built
this summer by a team from the
physical plant.
“The fact that a 4,000-squarefoot building already existed
made the project more feasible,”
Webb said.
Included in the building is an
area with treadmills for exercis
ing, a movie room which can
be reserved, pingpong and pool
tables and plenty o f fiimiture for
hanging out or studying.

Students hanging out in the
lounge have plenty o f good things
to say about the new hangout. It
is a place to hang out when open
dorms is not going on, and it is
much closer than main cam pus,||
they said.
Student Katie McDonald ap
preciates the fact that people are
always in the new building.P 'f I love the lounge,” McDonald
said. “Sometimes I love to go just
to bug p eople.|p|
Audra Wemtz, a senior and res
ident assistant at Oak Run, agreed
that students are positive and said
she' has heard “nothing negative
at all” about the new facility.
One o f the biggest perks o f the
new hangout is how much trust
is put in the students who come
there. The I.D. swapping rules
of lower Ludwig do not apply at
the lounge and students are com
pletely trusted to find what they
need and use it without needing
to ask for permission.
- Even with these lenient rules,
the lounge and its equipment
are just as nice as it was when it
opened.
“Everyone really appreciates
being trusted and I think that’s
why they’ve kept it so nice,” Werntz said.
Junior Tim Ascher agreed.
“I think the students have really
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Two students enjoy a gam e o f pingpong at the new Old Oak Lounge.

taken ownership over the lounge,” Residential Life, said that being to-school grilling party, movie
he said. “It’s our place because apart from the main campus may marathons and many birthday
have kept students from being in parties and study groups.
it’s not heavily monitored:?
Most importantly, students at
When asked about the “hand volved in campus activities.
Old
Oak have a little slice of 01“The lounge is a reminder that
book violators” that were briefly
•
ivet
life out by their apartments
we
are
an
extension
to
the
main
mentioned in the Orpheus Variety
where
they can find friends, peace
campus,”
McAllister
said.
show earlier this month, Wemtz
The iounge has housed a vari and a space that makes them feel
laughed and admitted that some
times people forget the rules still ety o f activities including a back- a little more at home.
apply out here.
“But I feel like there are fewer
[violations] than on campus,”
she said. “Many days there are
none.”
Above all the perks o f the
lounge, a word that was used un-.
failingly by everyone interviewed
was “community.”'?,;
Donna McAllister, director of
versation is a two-way street. We
MIKE DENNY
have to spend time with God,
mdenny@olivet.edu
talking and listening, to get to
know Him and to know what He
Throughout the course o f the wants. A relationship requires
Bible we see that the'people of
work, A lot o f this work is getting
God
turn to Him in prayer for to know each other. In prayer, we
Three
rounds
of
capture-thea
guys’
night-out:
lots
and
lots
of
JEREMIAH BOWER
whatever they aré facing. When
share ourselves with God when
food which was largely donated by flag, a seeming favorite of those in
God’s people turn to Him in
jbower@olivet.edu
attendance,
followed
the
talk.
Two
we do the talking.
ROTC. Due to the chilly tempera
prayer, He answers them. Elijah
However, there is another side
ture, a number of bonfires were to three hours later, an exhausted
prayed and fire came from Heav to prayer that gets neglected most?
Thirty-eight-degree weather did
lit, helping to keep the men warm bunch headed for the tents where
little to stop a group of forty or so and leading to an opportunity for a viewing of the popular war film en and consumed his offering. o f the time. Sometimes we get so,
men from battling the elements of jokes, stories and “male bonding.” “Black Hawk Down” awaited Elisha prayed and the son o f a caught up in talking to God that
Bourbonnais during an all-guys After a while, Matt Smith, direc them. By this time it was nearing Shunammite woman was brought we forget to listen. How are we
camp-out hosted by Men’s Resi tor of Campus Recreation and 3 a.m., and many dozed off dur back to life. Hannah prayed for supposed to get to know God and
a son and He gave her Samuel* His will if we do not take the time
dential Life last week.
Dwayne Mills, associate dean for ing the movie. Only a few hours
Paul prayed and churches were
’ “It was a blast,” sophomore Bob
later
a
hot
breakfast,
provided
by
to listen to Him? We cannot. We
Student Development, talked with
bom
all around Asia Minor and
Smith said.
Sodexo, was served
need both.
Although
the
to the hungry and Europe. Prayer is powerful; we?
1 Thessalonians 5:17 says*
just have to pray.
weather was not as
tired.
“Pray without ceasing [continu
Jesus prayed. The Gospels ously],” Our prayer should be on-?
ideal as hoped for, it
Assisting MRL in
paint
this picture for us. Jesus ” going. Are we supposed to talk to
did help enliven the
hosting were ROTC
prayedatall
times o f the day. Ifw e
atmosphere.
leaders
Sergeant
God non-stop all day every day? ;
call
ourselves
Christians, which
“A few guys
Frances Hayden and
I do not think so. If prayer is a
means “little Christ”, shouldn’t conversation, this makes sense.
may have been de
Major Jason Greek.
terred because of
• “We owe a great we follow His example? It seems Paul is telling us that we need to
[the weather],” said
deal of gratitude to like many people only pray in always be talking to God - when
sophomore Dallas
them for the tent and times of,need. I was on a plane, things are going horribly or when
Tharp, who was in
'sleeping bags, as where we hit extreme turbulence. things have never been better. In”
charge of organiz
well as their time,” In that time and others like it I was addition to that, Paul is telling us
ing the camp-out,
Bender said. “They surrounded by people who were that we need to always be atten
“but it helped make
could have been praying for the first time in their tive to the whispers o f God. God
the night even more
sleeping, but they lives. It is almost a reflex to pray will use everyday events and situ
PHOTO SUBMITTED BY AUSTIN BENDER
fun.”
were there for us in troubling and dangerous times, ations to speak to us. We have to
The
camp-out, Jason Piper Jase Hackman and Jarryd Frakes play ¡nsteacj
because in these times we realize
be attentive.
open to all men un m usic during the MRL m en’s cam p-out.
MRL plans to how helpless we really are. Jesus
Prayer is powerful. I encour
der any kind of Ol
follow up on the didn’t just pray when He was in age you to take your gratitude
a bad situation, looking for help;
ivet housing, took
the group about the increasing dif camp-out in the future.
and requests to God, and then lis
place at the ROTC and intramural
ficulties of being a godly man in £ “We definitely plan to do this He prayed in all situations.
ten. Take advantage o f the Prayer
fields off campus. A variety of ac
Why is prayer so important??
again,” Tharp said. “We thought
Post on Blackboard. It never
today’s society.
tivities kept the students busy and
“MRL’s main goal in organiz the turnout was good despite the Think o f prayer this way: When hurts to. have more people pray
gave them a chance to get away
ing this event was to give the men weather. There’s talk of us possibly you hang out with your friends, ing for certain needs. Galatians
from the stress of college life.
of this campus a place to come doing another one in the spring... do you just sit there and say noth 6:2 tells us to carry each other’s
“The main goal of this event was
together and enjoy fellowship but definitely next year we Will do ing? Do you do things together burdens. Take some time to look
just a time of guy bonding and a
with other Christian men on this another one. It would probably be without ever saying a word to at the Prayer Posts and lift as
chance to ‘get back to the basics,’
campus,” said MRL president and closer to the start of school so it is each other? If you don’t talk to many o f those posts up in prayer
so to speak,” Tharp said. “And it.
one another, can you get to know as you want in order to carry each
senior Austin Bender. “MRL is re not as cold.”
was a success in that we had guys
Upcoming events on the MRL the other person^’ If you don’t other’s burdens. “Pray continu-:
ally trying'to stress that you can be
show up and there was unity be
the man that God has called you to calendar include an RA appre know them, would you really call ously”; talk and listen. God will
tween the guys that showed up.”
be and still have fun doing it. We ciation night, along with another yourselves friends? The answer do amazing things in us if we let
The night opened with a round
to each o f these is “No’®¿;<
met our goal and I hope that the guys’ night in the near future.
Him speak to us. There is power
of wall rappelling, followed by
The same is true with God,:
men that stopped by felt the same
in prayer.
something one would expect from
Prayer is a conversation and
way.”

Cold can’t hinder ONU m en

Devotional
Thought

Oh, the books they read!
JESSICA SHUMAKER
jshumake@olivet.edu
A crowd of students, children
and professors packed the up
stairs room of Higher Grounds
Tuesday, Oct. 21, to listen to fac
ulty and staff members read the
works of Dr. Seuss.
The Dr. Seuss Celebration was
held by Sigma Tau Delta, O livet^
English honor society. While it
provided entertainment for audi
ence members,, its main purpose
was to raise funds for the group.
Members held a bake sale to raise
money and Sodexo matched the
group’s sales to aid their fundraisr
ing efforts.
■ H i feel we are part of this com
munity,” said Ed Daugherty, So
dexo’s general manager. “We
need to be an active partner in
encouraging art, creativity and
student development.” ■'
The help with fundraising was
unexpected, but group members
were thankful.
“They were very, very gener
ous,” said Senior Ashley DeArmond, Sigma Tau Delta’s presi
dent. “We definitely appreciated
it.”
DeArmond said that inspiration
for the event came from costume
events the group held in the past
in which two English professors
dressed as Thing One and Thing
Two from “The Cat in the Hat.”
“It was something that ev
eryone had fond memories of,”
DeArmond said. “It seemed like
a thing a lot o f people could get
behind. Who doesn’t love Dr.
Seuss?’’“Dr. Seuss is perceived as
more of a youth-oriented author,
but It’s also something that many
adults have enjoyed^’ DeArmond

PHOTO SUBMITTED BY AARON RASCHKA

Readers o f “The Cat in the H at,” clockwise: Brian W elter, senior, Professor David
Johnson, Leigh Sullan, senior, and Dr. Rebecca Belcher. ;
said, noting that English Instruc
tor Andrew Gibbs read “The Lorax” with his six-year-old daugh
ter, Emilia. “I still find a lot of joy
out o f Dr. Seuss books because
of the silliness.'..it’s respectable
how he writes and how he en
gages children. He’s been around
60 years and he’s still popular and
well re a d ^ ï"
. The universal appeal sealed the
deal on the idea and the group
lined up readers from different
areas of the campus. Readers
ranged from Dr. Bethany Mills,
director of counseling services, to
Dr. Eddie Ellis, a religion profes
sor, to McClain Hall’s Residen
tial Director Dr. Mary Margaret

Reed.
“It was fabulous,” said Reed,
who. read a little-known,. but
personal favorite,'“I Wish I Had
Duck F e e t .|||
A recently retired English pro
fessor also showed up. Professor
Emeritus Shirlee McGuire joined
in by reading “The Poky Little
Puppy.” She said she didn’t grow
up with Dr. Seuss, so she had
brought it instead.
Students also enjoyed the read
ings.
“I loved it,” said Senior Brit
tany Frost, a member o f Sigma
Tau Delta. “It’s really funny. It’s a
good idea because it’s age-appro
priate for everyone.”

Jordan Kramer, a junior mis
sions major, said he came to see
the two religion professors in par
ticular read, Dr. Eddie Ellis and
Howie Van Dyke.
“Dr. Ellis was the highlight of
the nightf Kramer said of his
Greek professor, who read “The
Sneetches” in his southern drawl.
According to Kramer, Ellis
normally has an accent in class,
but “he laid it on pretty thick” for
the event.
Senior Tiffany Vegh said she
enjoyed the event and learning
about some o f the books as well.
While an audience member poked
fun at Dr. David Clabom for pref
acing his book, “Oh, the Places

You’ll Go!” with an introduction,
Vegh said she learned something
new.
“I was actually kind of interest
ed to learn that Dr. Seuss didn’t
write ‘Oh, the Places You’ll Go!’
until 1990,” Vegh said. “That
explains why I didn’t have it at
home growing up. I had never
heard it until tonight,’’J !
Sigma Tau Delta members felt
like the event had been a. success.
®"‘‘It’Si been wonderful,’L said
Senior Brian Welter, Sigma Tau
Delta’s/secretary. “We’ve had a
great turnout, a lot better than ex
pected. It’s been a lot of fun.” _
Welter lent his voice and ac
cents to a reading of “The Cat in
the H at’ with Professors David
Johnson and Dr. Rebecca Belcher,
and senior Leigh Sullan acting the
parts of the Cat, Thing One and
Thing Two, .respectively.
^ T t ’s good to connect with your
inner youth through the words of
the good doctor,” Welter said.
DeArmond agreed about the
success of the event.. “I was extremely pleased,” she
said.
Money raised from the event,
said DeArmond, will go toward
activities for the year which in
cludes the group’s annual trip
to the National Sigma Tau Delta
conference. DeArmond said that
involvement in past conferences
had led the group to want to take
a more active role in the commu
nity beyond Olivet.
“We really want to do more
with the community, and this is
cheesy, but we really just want
to foster learning and the love of
literature,” DeArmond said, not
ing that the group is sponsoring a
book drive this year.

Student artwork centers on theme
TIARA BURNS
tburns3@olivet.edu
It is the time of year when se
nior art majors are preparing to
put their work on display in Bran
denburg gallery in Larsen Fine
Arts Center. According to the Arts
and Digital media department,
this year, the shows are expected
to be exciting and innovative
“In the past it’s been a retro
spect of what they’ve done. This
year it’s a theme® said Professor
Scott Dombrowski, gallery direc
tor.
Every year, seniors of the art
program put their works together
as a part of their graduation re
quirement.
“They have to pass the senior
show, ,it’s a requirement,” . said
Professor William Greiner, head
of department of Art and Digital
Media.
The students are critiqued on
their technique, the mastery of
their skills, ideas and concepts,
promotion, the presentation, and
framing.
The senior art majors have
mixed feelings about the level of

difficulty and usefulness of the said. “They built a replica of the
show.
Brandenburg Gallery.” ^ ’
"¡■‘‘Making sure it’s all done.
This year it will be different
Making sure that it’s cohesive,
because the gallery will even of
senior art major Karin Mick said. fer thé option of coffee while you
“It’s all time consuming but in the view the works. There will also
long run, it’ll help.”
be a combination of pieces of dif
The ■seniors are placed under ferent photographers in a single
total responsibility for the turnout show.
of the show. Everything from the
Mick and Stout will be combin
guest list to the cheese and crack ing their contrasting photography
ers is decided entirely by the se styles to present on the same day.
nior artist. The event can become
|B M y style is generally night
costly to the students.
. exposure. The lighting at night is
“In the long run it’s worth the amazing, but we just can see it be
expense for the experience and cause of our eyes but Gretchen’s
exposure,” senior Ogden Curtis style is generally beach-type pho
said.
tos,” Mick said.
For each senior in the digital
Students begin preparing for
media program, the art /show is the shows for a long time. Curtis
their chance to introduce them began preparing last spring for
selves into the art community. his show.
Students pass out flyers, cards
“I am a man of pride. I take
and send invitations.
pride in my work. In my lineage
This year the shows are not of working men, I take pride in
restricted to Brandenburg gal my abilities, and above all I take
lery; some students plan on con pride in my vision,” he said.
ducting their art shows at Higher
There will be 21 artists featured
Grounds.
in the art shows in this year’s gal
“This year there is going to be lery series.
gallery at the Higher Grounds,
aka Moon Monkey,” Greiner
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Actors bring Sleepy Hollow to life
ALY GIBSON
agibson 1@olivet.edu
Each year in October, as the
leaves change color and the air
becomes crisp, All Hallows Eve
enters our minds. Along with
trick-or-treating and jack-o-lani
terns comes the infamous story of
Ichabod Crane and Sleepy Hol
low. While we fear the Headless
Horseman, Perry Farm in Bour
bonnais offers the chance for our
fear to come alive.
A Night at Sleepy Hollow at
Perry Farm continues its annual
tradition this month, putting on a
show for locals and students alike.
This event has been in production
for at least 6 years. It includes not
only the re-enactment, but a hay
ride, arts and crafts, a haunted
maze, and a hay maze.
Many students from Olivet par
ticipated in the re-enactment this
year. They became period charac
ters for the event. Some told sto

ries, transformed themselves into .
characters, and led visitors from
scene to scene. The actors from
Olivet have been preparing since
mid-September.
“The actors did run-throughs
and the storytellers swapped stoj®
lies,” sophomore Casie Carr said.
“I play Tom, a narrator char
acter, that takes the groups from
each fire to file next, telling little
bits o f story,” junior Chris Nevius
said.
Nevius was not the only stu
dent, however, to act in the cast.
Close to a dozen more students
acted alongside him, recreating,
the story for audienpes to enjoy.
“I play Piper, who goes along
with Tom,” freshman Danielle
Patzel said.
There were specific roles for
some o f Olivet’s students to tell
the story of Crane and the Head
less Horseman.
. “I was a storyteller,” Carr said.
But is A Night at Sleepy Hol
low too scary for some ages?

and story come together?
Characterslgdressed in tradi
tional garb, lead groups of visi
tors from scene to scene, which is
marked by bonfires. They recre
ate the.story for the audience, and
improvise any surprises along the
way.
u i?We as actors like to mix it up
a bit and play off the reactions of
the audience,” Patzel said.
It is not only the audiences who
find enjoyment in Sleepy Hollow;
the cast does, too.
“You get to meet different peo
PHOTO SUBMITTED BY JOEL FLOYD ple that share the same passion
Actors creatively retell Irving’s “Sleepy Hollow” at Perry Farm.
for acting,” Nevius said.
The fun does not end after the
While some may think that the er generations get really into the event has finished for the year.
event might be frightening and stories, engaging with them and The actors created friendships
geared towards only college stu going along. Parents enjoy the and bonds that are carried over to
dents, it is not entirely true. Perry event and teens to young adults the campus.
Farm offers the event as a fun can find the thrill they are look
Nevius agrees that the fun lies
time for families and children of ing for.
within the story and the audi
“This is mostly a children’s ence.
all ages.
“Everyone can enjoy Sleepy event,” Nevius said. “But the re
“It’s just fun for everyone to get
Hollow, even younger kids,” Pat enactment varies between parents out and watch,” Nevius said.
with small children and teens.”
zel said.
So how exactly does the acting
According to Patzel, the young

Dr. Young leads pops concert
¿¿sgiove@olivet.edu Have you e ver wondered what
would happen if you suddenly
got à threatening phone call tell- 1
ing you what to do, and that if
you didn't comply there would
be some serious consequences?
¿ Jerry Shaw (Shia LaBeouf)
didn't have to wonder; he knew,
ïln "Eagle Eye" (PG-13), he is a
Stanford drop-out who works at
Copy Cabana, and goes through
a strange series o f events which
lead him to Rachel Holloman
(Michelle Monaghan), mom to
beloved son, Sam. The dynam
ic duo try to discover who this
mysterious woman on thé other
end o f the line is,* and how she
has the power to know where
they are, how to contact them,
and make demands that put
them in increasingly dangerous
situations.
:
This plot-twisting movie had
me on the edge o f my seat un
til the very last minute. While
this film was originally to be di
rected by Steven Spielberg, D.J.
C aruso (director of “Disturbia”)
replaced Spielberg and did quite
a fantastic job at it. LaBeouf is
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entertaining and down-to-earth:
as always with his great comedief
timing yet genuine performance
while Holloman is the serious- :
counterpart tMt ties everything
together. "Eagle Eye" alsog
showcased the talents o f Rosa-.:
rio Dawson as Zoe Perez, and >
Billy Bob Thornton as Agent
Thomas Morgan simply adding
to the brilliance o f the tnoyi#|
with their elite performances. H
The only downside that I
in hindsight is when you ms^|
cover who the woman on the
Other end of the line is half-way^
through the movie. It slightl^l
ruined the element of .surprise
for me and my friends. I almost
wish the audience didn’t find otii
until the end o f the movie, but
I'm sure Caruso had his reasons?
Don't worry, though; there are
plenty more surprises on the
way.
v White the plot was at Some«*
times ridiculously improbable,:
you almost don't care how ab
surd it is, just as long.as it ends:
well. Trust me, this is a must?
see movie that won't leave yofr
disappointed. HoweverM:fhe?
next time you pick up your cell
phone, it might make you w®h|
der who's listening in. i

• Retail Coffee Shop
• Fresh Bakery & Soups
• Daily Drink Specials
• Free WIFI With Purchase
Mon-Sat: 6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunj§8 a.m. -10 p.m.

163 E. Bethel Dr.ÿjBourbonnais
(corner of Convent & Bethel Drive)

815-929-1230 s www.AavaJava.com

JOHN ADAMS
jadams3@olivet.edu
The annual Homecoming Pops
Concert, conducted by artist-in
residence Dr. Ovid Young, will be
taking the stage on Saturday, Oct.
25 at 7:30 p.m. in Chalfant Hall.
The concert will be one o f three
musical events taking place over
the Homecoming weekend.
The show will feature a 24voice choir made up of current
students and alumni, a 60-piece
symphony orchestra, as well as
notable soloists.
“It’s good to have a few ‘head
liners’... we have some really ter
rific singers,” Young said.

The soloists will be Kay Welch,
class of ’96, a doctoral student at
the University of Illinois study
ing vocal performance, George
Andrew Wolff, class of ’93, a
performer in musical theater, and
Robert Hale, Opera singer and
co-sponsor of the Hale and Wild
er voice scholarship.
*i[Welch] is a stand-out singer...
Wolff has been active on musical
stages all over the .Chicago area
[and] Hale is one o f the lead
ing opera singers in the world,”
Young said.
The show will include popu
lar Broadway show tunes, songs
from Operettas, songs from film
soundtracks, and a performance
o f “God Bless Ajmerica.”

There will be “songs from a lot
o f different Broadway musicals
that have been hits in the past 30
or 40 years,” Young said.
The highlights of the show will
be what Dr. Young called “bam
burners,” the pieces that include
all of the featured artists.
Dr. Young, an accomplished
pianist, organist, composer and
conductor, has played music all
over the world, from Kankakee to
Tokyo. In addition to conducting
the show, he will also be playing
piano in a few numbers including
the theme from »Somewhere in
Time,” a 1980 film starring Chris
topher Reeve.

Trick-or-treat comes back to campus
Candy Costume Fest undergoes major changes
ALY GIBSON
agibson 1 @olivetedu
Olivet’s annual Candy Cos
tume Fest strikes Friday, Oct. 31
in Chalfant Hall. This year’s pro
duction is changing things from
the norm in hopes to attract more
students.
“This year’s Candy Costume
Fest is switching things up,” said
sophomore and ASC representa
tive Shannon Battershell.
In past years, the annual party
has been held at Hidden Cove.
But this year, ASC decided to
keep the festivities on campus,
hoping that more students would
be able and more willing to at
tend. Besides the party being the
only attraction, there is also a
themed dinner in Ludwig Dining
Hall and inner-campus trick-ortreating.

“There hasn’t been trick-ortreating on campus for over 15
years,” Battershell said. “We’re
very excited to be bringing it
back.”
This year promises to attract
more students with the new
changes. According to Batter
shell, ASC is expecting about 500
students to attend the event.
Majority of the event is aimed
towards students, staff and fac
ulty but friends and families are
also welcomed to join in.
Another exciting ' tradition is
the costume contest“We have many categories of
• costume contest and many people
can win prizes,” Battershell said.
Costumes will be judged by
some Residential Directors this
year. Categories like “Classics”
are always a hit but the creativity
is what often catches the judges’
eyes.

The contest is normally the
highlight o f the event each year.
•Battershell is anticipating that the
trick-or-treating addition will be
come the new favorite from this
year onwards.
“We’ll have to find out since
it’s a new addition,” she said.
Some students are excited about
this year’s event.
“I think it is a different idea to
have it on campus than Hidden
cove,” senior Lindsay Rosales
said. “It will be easier for students
to attend and will have a great
outcome.”
Battershell promises this event
will be a fun way to spend the be
ginning of Halloween weekend on
campus and provide an alternative
to going home for students.
“We want students to have
fun on campus rather than going
home every weekend,” she said.

1 Where are you from and what is your major?
2. What have you been involved with here at Olivet,
and has that shaped you in any way? If so, how?
3. Where do you plan on going with your life, and
where do you see yourself in 10 years?
4. What is one thing that makes you unique? And what
is one thing that you are working on?
5. What does it mean to be a woman of God? How
have you portrayed that definition?
I .t I 5 .1 I ■*
ft £ s s a i i j? JH
6. What advice do you have for girls just starting out L
at Olivet?
7. Lastly, what is one lifetime goal you would like
to share with us?

ou bull be a croton of oplenbor ii
Horb’b fjanb, a ropal btabem
tfje tjanb of pour #ob .

't F l u s h i n g ,
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'I C harleston, W; Va., and
D ouble m ajoring in Social
Work and Spanish.
Sister-2-Sister,
%W RL,
ASC, S ave o ur Streets, G O
Student M issions, D iakonia
l ’m not sure w here I ’ll b e
in ten years, but after grad
uation I plan on getting m y
M aster’s in Social W ork from
a school in C hicago. ,
I Then, m y husband Taxi and
I m ay possibly do som e m issions workfe overseas. U lti
mately, I think I w ould love
to be involved w ith an inter
national relief agency such as .
World Vision.
A I m ay b e the first H om e* T com ing C ourt m em ber w ho
is both a tw in and m arried! I ’m
still w orking on learning how
to be patient and w ait for G o d ’s
will to unfold in m y life.
1 think I still have a long
way to go before I am 100
percent the w om an o f G od H e
created m e to be. B ut m y fa-

X

2

E

B
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vorite B ible versé is Philippians 1:6, w hich gives the prom-J
ise that “H e w ho began a good
w ork in you w ill carry it on
until com pletion.”
R each ou t and get involved
in things ¡^That’s the best
w ay to m eet people and de
velop friendships. A nd d o n ’t
be afraid to b e yourself!
1 w ould like to get to the
place in m y life w here I
am constantly aw are o f G od’s
presence. I continually see His
hand in everything, every day.

6
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troduced m e to som e am azing
people and also allow ed m e
to serve our cam pus and this
com m unity in m any ways. I
think w e learn by doing, and
are som etim es served as we
serve others.
All o f m y fam ily is back
hom e in M ichigan so it
w ould be nice to teach there.
How ever, I am not opposed
to stepping out o f m y co m -'
fort zone a little bit and seeing
w hat else is out there for me.
R egardless, I ju st w ant to get
Gaines, M ich, and I am an out in the w orld and teach! I
E lem entary E ducation m a- w ould hope that in te n years
or.
I am settled in m y jo b and
^ D uring m y tim e at O livet I w orking on a life w ith a fam 
¿✓ have been involved in G os- ‘ ily. W e’ll see how that goes!
iel Choir, C hrysalis, Student (response to num ber four not
teachers A ssociation (SEA ), subm itted)
National Science Teachérs
W hen I think o f w om en
Association (NSTA), Sister-2o f G od I instantly thiiik o f
lister, I have, been a teaching ’ w om en from the B ible such
issistant since freshm an year as R uth and Sarah w ho w ere
faithful to the L ord in every
tad I served as an RA.
Being involved in these ex- thing. I alsofecan’t help but
xacurricular activities has in- think o f m y grandm a. She w as

3

1
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a Woman w ho sought after the
heart o f G od and served H im
by loving and serving those
around h er in w hatever capac
ity she could.
I ’d like to think that I love
the people around m e and
serve them to the b est o f m y
abilities, b u t I am still grow ing
and being fashioned into the
w om an G od has created m e to
be.
T he O livet experience, as
w ith m any things in life, is
w h a ty o u m ake it. O livet does a
great jo b in providing avenues
fo r you to connect w ith G od
but it is ultim ately your choice
to b e intentional in seeking
after G od. Take advantage o f
the w onderful people and- re, sources around you and look
fo r w ays to serve.
1 w ould love to be able
to travel and m aybe go to
S outh A m erica to teach chil
dren there.
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XttVL
C harleston, W. Va., and Elem en. tary Education.
have tutored through A m erica
*R eads, A m erica C ounts w hich
helped m e k now -I w anted to be an
educator.
I have been involved w ith GO
student m issions [a student-led
m issio n ’s trip group] w hich^ helped confirm m y call to

1
■

jiroohltn &oulia

M ich. I am a
double m ajor in
Psychology and R eligion/Philosophy.
International Justice M is
sion, R A for tw o years,
A m bassador fo r four years,
track and field for tw o years
and intram urals for • three
years. B eing able to serve and
participate in these areas h av e
helped m e grow in different
ways. T hey have taught m e to
not only m anage m y tim e, but
they have challenged m e to be-?
com e a servant and to find G od
in the little and the big things,
and to love on H im in w hom 
ever or w hatever H e m ay be.
1 am unsure o f w hat tom or-;
row brings. It is all I can
do to lean on H im fo r each
day, to know that H is grace is
truly sufficient and trust in H is
faithfulness.;
-5 A w om an after G o d ’s
ow n heart is one that per-*
sonifies 1 Thes. 5:16-18, w hich
states-, “ B e joyful alw ays; pray
continually; give thanks in

m issions.
. I have been involved
in the Spanish services
and tutoring - services
w hich increased my
passion for the language
and the people w ho speak it.
1 p lan on teaching overseas. I have
n o id e a about 10 years from now
except th at I think l w ant a family.

8

all circum stances, fo r this is
G o d ’s w ill fo r yoti in C hrist
Jesus.” A w om an o f G od con
sistently exem plifies th e fruit
o f the Spirit, strives to honor
and glorify G o d w ith every as
pect o f h er life, and trusts H im
even through the valleys and
the storm s. 1
T his is character th at I pray
one day I w ill possess, for
now I am a project y et to be
finished.
D ig into the Word! A llow
the L ord to speak, lead,
and challenge you through it. ;
D o not neglect this living tool
the F ather has provided for
us. O ur L ord has breathed H is
very ow n breath upon it. If w e
are to know H im , w e are to
know H is W ord.
1 share a lifetim e goal w ith
the A postle Paul. H e w rites,

6

7

“To b e found in H im ... I wan§
to know C hrist and the p o w e j
o f his resurrection and th e fe ll
low ship o f sharing in H is su fl
ferings, becom ing like H im i a
H is death, and so, som ehow, t i
attain to the resurrection fro m
the dead.” (Philippians 3 :9 a|

10- 11).

L ancaster, O hio, and stu d y l
. ing M usic Education.
have been involved in
✓ Sister-2-Sister,
W R I3
C hrysalis C hoir, O rp h e u j
Choir, Intram urals w o rk in g
dow n in the learning cen ter’s
com puter lab as”a com puter lab assistant, and being an RA.
1 w ould like to com plete m y schooling as a m usic ed u c ato r|
perhaps attain a graduate degree, becom e extrem ely involved;
in a church, start a fam ily and strive to live out the G ospel.
A ccording to m y room m ates, [I am unique because] I talk*
and giggle in m y sleep.
I am constantly w orking on becom ing who_ C hrist has d i e j
fo r m e to becom e... to b e a disciple and to genuinely lo v e ev 

i

3

4

eryone.
To m e, a w om an o f G od is one w ho strives to please H im i i
everything that she does. She is constantly looking fo r o p i
portunities to share H is love w ith others and to b e an exam ple tjf

5

those w atching.
B e social! P ut the effort in to m aking friends because ev ery !
one here at O livet is in the sam e boat. T hey all w ant to h a v l
good friends... b u t it’s those w ho p u t them selves out there th a l
are able to form the lifelong friendships.
1 w ould like to create a m inistry fo r children, show ing th en l
C h rist’s love perhaps in another country andsp^cifically w i®
those w ho are lacking parents;

6
7

D o n ’t be afraid to g et out o f t h |
’m ju st a big kid, but
dorm ! G o looking fo r things to gel
"one thing I ’m w orking on is being m ore in involved in and if you can t find any!
tune w ith w hat people thing for you, start som ething your!
d o n ’t tell m e.
-self! M ake as m any friends as you cad
B eing a w om an o f and develop the relationships that wifi
G od m eans total de- benefit you and your relationship w |
pendence on G od as Fa- G od. D o n ’t ju st go to classy ex g g jp
ther and Friend; people to be stretched and challenged am »
including boyfriends and girlfriends, you will be!
[One lifetim e goal] is to b e j ^
w ill disappoint, b u t G od is unchanging
w itness for Jesus.
and alw ays faithful. T his is som ething

5

I ’ve lived out in m y J i|e .
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LAYOUTBY CHARLIE SHEETS

ABORTION
HEALTH CARE
Uphold Roe vs. Wade. Overturn the Partial Birth Abortion Ban A c t! Expand and reform public programs. Require employers to
either provide health benefits or contribute to a public program.
ECONOMY
Mahdatphe^|t«h coverage for children.
Focus on business. Stimulate growth with a lower corporate tax
rate and incentives for capital investment. Reform home-lending
HOMELAND SECURITY
practices and resort to ll federal bailout only as an emergency
Focus domestically to prevent terrorism. Revise the Patriot Act
measure.
to ensure civil liberties. Create a senior intelligence position to
L
, j r •
|
; coordinate domestic intelligence gathering. Secure sensitive
EDUCATION
domestic sites like nulear power plants.
Oppose vouchers. Create Federal grants to get nqjHre chltdiln into
preschool. Give College students tuitipp taxtfed its up to $4,000^« ^IMMIGRATION
in exchange for community servi|e. Make community college
The U.S.,should not act hastily. Border security is only effective if
free.
.......I .
used jgpconjunction with broader policy reform.
1
m
3m.
mm
%
ENERGY
IRAQ
Oppose new offshore drilling. Support ethanol subsidies.
The use of military force in Iraq was unnecessary and troops
Aggressively pursue alternative energy sources, But not nuclfar
should have been pulled out by now. Start pulling the troops
power. Oppose the gas tax holiday.
ouf at a pace of one o f fy^o combat brigades a rrio fp t Have all
combat brigades out of Iraq within 16 months. x
e n v ir o n m e n t |
Subsidize more su^tainabie sources of energy. Introduce a ,0
. SAME-SEX MARRIAGE
Low Carbon Fuel Standard that would bring low-carbop,ponRepeal the Defense of Marriage Act, which defines marriage
petroleum fuels to the marketplace more quickly. Export climate- as the legal union between afnanand a woman. Support civil
friendly technology to devpIppi^ hatlon^^M
unions for same-sek c o u p le ^
FREE TRADE
Free trade needs more regulation. Amend N AFm to tighten
environmental and labor regulations.

I

SOCIAL SECURITY
Slightly modify the current.Social Security plan. Revise the payroll
fax system and increase the amourjfhighrincome earners
into social security by two to four percent.

BH

GUN POLICY
Reinstate the ban and hold gun manufacturers partly responsible
for criminal acts COfnptted with their products.
-*ggi$
m
m

^ ta

TAXES
‘
fjf
Eliminate President Bush's tax cuts. Instead cut income taxes by
$1,000 for middle clasj,fam ilies. Increase taxes for people making
more than $250,000 a year. Eliminate taxesfor seniors making
less that $50,000 a year.
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TRC.K: MYDEBATES.COM -

^ ^ j^ y D e b a te ^ ^ ^ ^ ò '^ t a ® ® ^ îs â u ë 'Quiz%o find out w hich candidate fits te s t.

HEALTH CARE
ABORTION
•thrive
down costs in the private sector. Offer tax credits to purchase
Overturn Roe vs. Wade. Uphpld the Partial Birth Abortion Ban A |t
health savings accounts. Increase competition between health
Extend additional legal protections to the unborn.
care providers.
ECONOMY
Focus on individuals. Stimulate growth with family-focused tax
cuts and expand unemployment insurance. Provide federal tax
credits to those affected by the housing crisis.
EDUCATION
Support vouchers. Set aside federal money to build virtuafschools.
Provide up to $4,000 to lower-income students to prep for college
admissions tests.
■ BH H
ENERGY
Lift offshore drilling restrictions and give incentives to states
that permit offshore exploration. Eliminate corn-based ethanol
subsidies. Pursue energy alternatives^including nuclear power.
Support the gas tax holiday
ENVIRONMENT 1
'■ ^
Subsidize alternative sources of energy, including nuclear. Provide
tax incentives to drivers of cars that don't emit carbon dioxide.'
Push developing economies like China and India towards cleaner
energy regulations,
FREE TRADE
Free trade is opportunity. Use NAFTA as a template for similar trade
agreements to be pursued around the w orlds
¿P

GUN POLICY
Do not restrict the purchase of assault weapons: Gun manufacturers
should hot be held liable for crimes that involve their pfoductSk

HOMELAND SECURITY
Focus internationally to prevent terrorisnrÎReauthorize the Patriot
Act. Create J l diplomatic agency to improve the U.S.'s public
standing worldwide. Help rebuild war-torn areas while .spending
more on defense and information gathering abroad.M
■B
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IMMIGRATION
Secure the country's borders immediately before considering
additional policy reform:
&£»»»*•
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IRAQ
Deploying troops to Iraq was necessary and more troops should
be sent as needed. Pulling the troops out could lead to further
instability and conflict.There should be no timetable for withdrawal
before 2013.3
SAME-SEX MARRIAGE
. . x^
Support the Defense of Marriage Act, which defines marriage as
the legal union between one man and one woman.
position on civil unions for same-sex couples.
SOCIAL SECURITY
Radically overhaul the current Social Security plan. Allow workers
to create personal savings accounts to supplement the existing
system. ' w * '
$
TAXES
Extend President Bush's tax cuts through ath eist 2010. Require at
ithree-fifths majority in Congress to raise taxes. Reduce corporate
taxfate from 35 percent tb 25 percent. Allow companies ^ d ed u ct
.'.expenditures in equipment and technologies. %

The bailout: Good or bad idea?
We hate it but we need it

American finance isn’t doing too well,
in case you haven’t heard.
Independent investment banks have
basically disappeared, unemployment has
risen to 6 percent, Fitch Ratings reports
that house prices are down by more than
a fifth, our ability to buy things is already
shrinking, and 159,000 jobs were lost in
September, which is the most since 2003.
On Sept. 29, Congress failed to pass the
first bailout, plan. This caused investors to
panic and the stock market lost over $1
trillion dollars in one day. The cycle o f
bank failures is deadly, and it may not stop
for a long time. This is what the bailout
plan ultimately plans to prevent.
It’s hard to justify putting billions of
dollars into companies that caused the
financial mess. It’s even more painful to
admit that over the past several weeks,
along with the bailout plan, the government
has taken on over $1 trillion in liabilities,
according to Time magazine. That’s well
more than the cost o f the Iraq war so far.
Some scream socialism and others
scream bailout, others worry that it gives
the government too much power or that it
will keep America from spending money
elsewhere, but the fact o f the matter is that
we’re stuck in the same sinking ship with
Wall Street, and we need the government’s
help to fix it.
So, why not leave investment banks
to their fate? The reason is that their fate
is tied to everyone else’s. Bank credit
(access to money) is shrinking, and when
banks can’t get money, they can’t loan to
businesses or consumers. And when this
happens, people have a harder time finding
loans for a house or for college.
The point is that the flow o f money must
continue, and the government is in the best
position to pump money in. If there is a

way to do this without the government, it
should be done. But there isn’t.
Like most other creations o f Congress,
the bailout contains plenty of pork and
unrelated giveaways. Unfortunately, this is
politics, and that’s what it has taken for an
agreement to be reached.
It allows the government to buy around
$700 billion o f loansfe, which should
eventually be paid back to the government
with more than what they originally spent.
It would encourage investors to come in and
would recapitalize the investment banks.
The government has reacted quickly, and it
was right to do so.
There are valuable conclusions to
draw from history. To take the most
. obvious example —the Great Depression
- it is surprising when you see that the
government took about three years to react
to the foreclosures o f banks.
For about half a year after the initial
crash, no one felt the results. But, as
The Economist reports, by the time the
government reacted, unemployment was
at 25 percent and literally thousands of
banks) had failed. Also, President Herbert
Hoover’s desire to balance the budget led
to the flow of money being kept tight,' and
economist Milton Friedman believed this
caused the system to fall into a depression.
And as reported by the Telegraph in Great
Britain, the early 1990s in Japan provided
a similar case, in which it took several
years for the government to intervene with
public funds, costing more money than if
the government had acted sooner.
Fortunately, the debt faced by the United
States is less in terms o f the percent of
GDPp*: according to the Telegraph. In
reacting quickly, the hope is to keep down
the damage done to the economy in the
long run.
There are certainly risks involved in
this plan. The bailout could be too great,
it could be too little, or it might just be an
incentive for banks to be reckless.
However, the crisis is no longer only a
crisis of American finance; it has spread
internationally. In the end, this plan will
save money for the taxpayer as well as
Wall Street, returning credit to banks and
confidence to America. This plan is a tough
pill to swallow, but it’s a necessary one.

A plan for the elites

We just got plundered. Yes, the American
public - you, me, and 300 million others
have been taken for an unprecedented sum
o f dough to shore up that good ‘ole self
regulating system we call the financial
market.
For a second, ponder with me the sheer
size o f the bailout for the U.S. financial
system: $7 billion. Treasury Secretary Henry
Paulson’s mass diversion o f funds from
the public interest to the private financial
industry is egregious in many senses most of all for its failure to consider the
structural failures that have lent themselves
to the problem in the first place.
I’m certainly no expert, but it’s my
suspicion (shared by many economists)
that the end result which many Americans
seek - relief from trying economic times is not a natural corollary to the emergency
injunction o f funds. So, rather than
addressing the rising problems o f economic
inequality,
home
foreclosures,
and
unemployment through active intervention,
we have contrarily issued a metaphorical
blank check for banks to keep on “doin’what
they’re doin’,” accompanied by a trite - but
polite - order to help out some suffering
folks by holding off on foreclosures for a
couple o f days. This is a bill created not
for American society at large; rather it is a
bill created by the elites, for the elites, in
order to ensure the continued dominance of
financial markets in setting our economic
agenda.
Many I have talked to have expressed
anger at the socialist tinge o f this bailout.
They see it as doomed in its very betrayal
o f laissez-faire, free market ideals. Yet, this
isn’t just ordinary socialism. Perhaps one,
may find real socialism as more tolerable!
Rather, consider the term “Goldman Sachs
socialism” ¿coined by William Greider of
The Nation - as a more accurate portrayal

of the mess we are in.
Our selective nationalization, o f the
financial industry maintains imbalance and
inequality within the system by committing
taxpayer resources which could otherwise
go towards addressing more pressing
issues. For so long, financial institutions in
■America have amassed humongous profits
• off the amorphous spreading o f capital and
debt. Consider these as privatized profits
- then ponder that a charge o f socialism
(in its purest form) toward the bailout is
valid only inasmuch as it claims that the
American public will be the ones who
suffer the losses the bailout accrues.
Perhaps our problem runs deeper than
toxic assets and amorphous mortgage
debt ÿ as has commonly been the narrative
portrayed in the mainstream media. Perhaps
it can be traced to the faith we had placed
in the ability of the market to “work it all
out.”
Dr. David Van Heemst, ONU political
science professor, correctly identifies our
faulty assumptions regarding the power
of the free market system to regulate itself
and even direct our society’s destiny. In
his co-authored book “Hope in Troubled
Times,” he pens: “Some grant them
[financial markets] the highest degree of
autonomy imaginable because they see
them as the ultimate, unerring compasses
by which all of society’s actions, under all
circumstances, must be governed.”
The result? As foretold by Van Heemst,
“The instruments that have assumed the
captain’s seat and now largely steer the
real economy are by nature unstable and
unreliable pilots, contributing to the reality
that the world’s future course is becoming
harder and harder to discern.”
The question then leads, are. we doing a
disservice by utilizing national funds for
financial companies without overhauling
the system? Are we not led instead to focus
on limiting the power o f financial markets
to impinge such volatility on the nation^
collective wellbeing?
The solution is beyond my imagination
but, suffice it to say, it has something to do
with increased regulation o f the financial
markets and true national control o f the
banking sector. This may seem ideologically
reprehensible to the American capitalist
spirit, but it is an essential p^rt of a restored
financial system that is beholden to the will
of the people, rather than a people that are
beholden to a financial system.

Letter to the editor:

Benson has a tough job
Mon-Fri. 9-8 • Sat. 10-4
815-928-9445
myspace.com/lechiccheveu
►$10 haircuts
|$8 eyebrow wax
• 12 foils for $40, highlights or lowlights

I am responding to the
editorial in the last issue o f the
GlimmerGlass concerning an
invitation to Shane Claiborne to
come to speak at ONU.
- 1 am fascinated by the interest
in Claiborne. But I wonder
if the interest is generated
by his provocative style of
communication (either his books
or his personal presentation) or
by his repudiation o f much that
the modem world values.
To read or hear him is to be
challenged to live very, very
differently from the norms o f
our Christian subculture (not
to speak of American culture in
general). Is it the messenger, or
the message?
Chaplain’ Benson has a job

that involves the enviable role
o f “lightening rod.” It seems that
almost everyone who disagrees
with a chapel speaker unloads:
at him. I bet there are days his
computer nearly melts from the
heated e-mails he gets.
And I bet if Claiborne speaks
in chapel, it will disintegrate.
Students, faculty, parents, alumni
and goodness knows whom else
will jump in. If Claiborne makes
an off-the-wall comment or even
a merely ambiguous statement,
the thermometer rises even more.
1 have an idea: if students want
to hear Claiborne, they should
read his book, think about it, then
e-mail kind notes to the chaplain
and tell him Jhow Claiborne
has encouraged change in their

lives. That might make a very
different impression than the
tone o f the discussion so far.

—Dr. William Dean, chairman
o f the History and Political
Science Department at ONU
The Glim merGlass opinion
section welcomes letters to
th e editor. Feel free to sound
off on any article or column in
a previous issue of the paper.
This offer is open to anyone:
students, staff, faculty and
community m em bers. If you
are interested, please refer to
the inform ation on Page 2 for
m ore details.
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Student reaction: The bailout |
A lthough it prohahly saved, a lot
of k u sin e ^ e s in th e H n g run, it
probably wasn’t very good ior our
economy because tbe governm ent
is now fu rth er in debt. I tb ink
we’ve got to stop spending so m uch

I th in k the hank bailout is com 
pletely whack, an d I feel th a t I
•should start storing my money
under my hed.
- Ju n io r Reagan JDrebenstedt

money.
- Freshm an K rista Rohyn
PHOTOS BY LISA PESAVENTO

A letter from a friend of Olivet
people - from Adam, whose son
committed the first murder, to
Stephen, who was martyred for
his faith. It chronicles those who
lived pure lives before the Lord
and those who were evil. Those
who were not afraid to stand up
and be counted for righteousness
like Joseph, Daniel, Joshua,
Elijah, Elisha, Peter. They came
out victorious.
My dear loved one here at
Olivet Nazarene University,
stand tall for Jesus. As James
4:7 says, “Resist the devil, and
he will flee from you.” Find and
claim some promises in God’s
holy Word, which Psalm 119:105
says is a lamp unto our feet and a
light unto our paths. We can only
live one day at a time; make it the
very best you can and don’t look
back to see what is gaining on
you. Run with patience the race
that is set before you, looking to
Jesus, the author and finisher of
your faith and salvation (Hebrews

I have walked across this
campus speaking to those I met
and tried to be their friend H for
years - since my husband and I
moved here in 1953 with our five
children to study for ministry.
As part of the Olivet
community, I was aware o f a lot
of failures and inconsistencies
in my peers. Just like today,
everyone knew everyone else’s
business, problems and failures.
Gossip was the big thing here, as
it can be now. Small things grew
into scandals by the time they got
around the campus and died.
Anything new? People are
12:2).
just people, but God loves them!
As the song says, “God is still
When we left Olivet in July 1958
on
the throne,” and “He never
to go back to Indiana to pastor
forsaketh His own.” Trust Him.
our first church, I thought, “How
could I recommend that people -Tested and tried.
We often wonder why, but He
send their teenagers to Olivet?”
is
shaping and molding us, like
When I got out there in the
a potter with his clay, into His
“boondocks,” I found that Olivet
image. Each time you are tested
was not all that bad, compared to
and come through victorious,
what we encountered out there.
you are strengthened to stand
People are the same as they have
the next test. We will continue to
always been. The Bible has stories
be tried and tested as long as we
all the way through from Genesis
to Revelation about the lives of live. Press on! Don’t let anyone

Do not limit
yourself to the
“Republicrats’

Libertarian ticket, and Cynthia
McKinney, who is running on the
Green Party ticket. Included also
are the Rev. Chuck Baldwin, who
is representing the Constitution
Party this election, and consumer
advocate Ralph Nader, who is
running as an independent.
These four candidates may have
different' views on what should
be done to fix the problems in
our country, but they all believe
Timothy McLane
our two-party system does not
How many kinds of Americans fairly represent the needs of
would you say there are? If you the American people. These
were to consider every variation people embody the diversity of
in the population, there would America’s political ideas. They
be around 300 million unique are running because the System
definitions o f what it means to be we have in place is not adequate
an American. So why are we told and the “Republicrats” cannot
we must pick between only two and should not continue to hold
candidates for president every four a monopolistic sway over the
years? How does that represent political arena.
America was founded with the
the diversity in America?
I have repeatedly heard from my idea that personal differences
peers that they have a hard time should not be shunned but
distinguishing Sen. John McCain should be embraced because
and Sen. Barack Obama from they demonstrate the unique
each other. Their stances on issu e® imagination of our Creator God.
and their voting records align so We are free to speak our minds and
closely that it’s downright scary. engage each other in discussions
They both voted for similar bills about issues that affect all of us.
authorizing amendments to the Indeed, we are encouraged to do
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance this, and not so one group can be
Act, ’the reauthorization of the proven right and the other wrong,
Patriot Act and the amended Wall but so that we may all benefit
Street “bailout” bill, which stole from this exchange of ideas.
I may disagree with you on
$150 billion from you and me to
what
movie is good, or what
pay
for
pork-barrel
spending,
on
discourage you. In God’s sight
clothes
are the coolest, or what
top
o
f
the
$700
billion
used
to
pay
you are very valuable, more
music is the best, but I am free to
valuable than silver and gold. He off Wall Street’s debts. .
According to OpenSecrets. express my opinions. You are also
is refining you and me.
org,
if you look at the highest free to express what you believe
Sing and make melody in your
¡contributors
to these candidates to be the best.
heart to the Lord. Praise His name
In the same way, the American
for what He has done for you in in the last five years, Goldman
the past and will do in the future. Sachs, Lehman Brothers and people should not be kept in a
Heaven is just over the horizon. Morgan Stanley are on the top box. Our greatness as Americans
lies not in the fact that we have
Keep looking up and trusting twenty lists for both.
According to a New York money, fame or power. Our
that He knows the way through
the wilderness. All we have to do Times article from last month, greatness lies in the fact that, as
is to follow. God has victory for Goldman Sachs was the biggest different as we are, we can all
you over every opposing force. trading partner o f American come together and express our
Claim it! He is not willing that Insurance Group, the troubled own ideas without fear, moving
any should perish, but all shall insurance company rescued by toward the advancement of
the government after Lehman ourselves and our nation. This
have eternal life.
You can see and hear all the Brothers went bankrupt. The is what unites us. This h|w hat is
terrible things that are coming biggest bank in Japan has now truly American.
So, I urge you to take an hour
upon the earth, but look for sent Morgan Stanley $9 billion,
the good. Share one another’s according to the Reuters news and research the six candidates’
burdens. Pray for one another. agency. Am I the only one positions; find out who best
represents you and what you think
Refuse to bow, bend or bum. bothered by these things?
We are God’s chosen people. We * Some people might call me is best for our country. The only
an idealist; and they would be wasted vote is a vote for someone
have a higher mission to fulfill
correct. I hold to very high ideals. who will not lead our country in
That’s why we are here.
The birds are stillBsinging, So when someone tells me I have the direction you think it should
the flowers are blooming. The to vote for someone with whom go. As Nader said last month in an
trees are putting on leaves. So I disagree on most every issue, interview on CNN, “The lesser of
xas Psalm 66:1 says, let’s “make I take offense. There has to be two bads is not good enough for
a joyful noise unto the Lord”, — another choice. There has to be a the American people.”
whether we feel like it or not. third way.
There is a third way. In fact, This column is the third in a
Make some friends happy by
caring and sharing their burdens. there are four other ways, ff three-part series on the presi
You will find yourself climbing McCain and Obama do not dential election, with the first
out o f the slimy pit o f self-pity represent your interests and issue featuring a pro-McCain
into the bright sunshine of God’s beliefs, there are four other perspective and the second a
candidates you should consider. pro-Obama viewpoint. This col
undying, ageless love.
Two former U.S. representatives umn does not intend to represent
from Georgia are in this group: the opinion of the GlimmerGlass
God loves you (Me too!),
Bob Barr, who is running on the editorial board.
Betty Scott

Stick with God
Betty Scott, 91, is a Manteno
resident who has had a special
relationship with Olivet fo r over
half a century. This letter has
been edited from its original
submission on Betty’s 82nd
birthday in 1999, and is reprinted
in honor o f our alumni who
continue to share their wisdom
with this generation.
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W ith a new assistant
coach and a group o f re
turning players, the golf
team js aim ing to make
it to the NAIA nationals
in the spring for the first
tim e in school history.
A ssistant Coach Brian
Hyma w as optim istic
about the team ’s ability to
get a berth in the tourna
m ent.
“If they stay consistently
practicing indoors and
they consistently work, I
don’t see how they could
not m ake it to nationals
and place w ell in nation
als th is year,” Hyma said.

Golf team flies under radar
JARRET ROLOFF
jroloff@olivet.edu
When Junior Bob Workman
brings up playing golf at Olivet,
students stop him and ask,“Wow,
we have a golf team?”
For Workman and his team^
mates, this is a response they hear
all too often. And they want it to
change.
“It would be cool if some stu
dents could come out and watch
us,” Workman said. “We have
parents, but that’s about it.”
“I’d like to [increase aware
ness],” Jason Hopkins, a senior
player said. “It’s hard though be
cause I don’t think it’s a sport that
attracts spectators too much, es
pecially among college students.
And it’s hard because we travel a
lo t...I’d like for people to know
about it and get more interest in it,
and hopefully make the program
grow better and get better players
in here.”
Considering the team’s talent,
however, students might think
about attending the team’s yearly
home match in the spring. Coach
Jeff Schimmelpfennig knows the
team’s talent can draw crowds.
“The team has been around
since the 1970’s. In the recent
past we have really become more
competitive by bringing in ten to
twelve quality golfers which have
made our internal competition
much better and which has made
our team much better. Over the
past two years we have finished
second in the Christian college
nationals and second at the NAIA
regionals. Both are the highest
finishes in ONU history.”
The primary season for the team
is in the spring when they com
pete in 10 to 12 tournaments, but

they also play in the fall. This se
mester, they played three regular
season tournaments and placed in
the top three twice (in fields o f 14
teams or more). They finished the
season during fall break by plac
ing ninth out of. 16 teams at the
NCCAA National Championship
in Florida, where they finished
second last year. The team’s top
five players, including Workman,
competed in the tournament.
® ||W e did decent. Not as good as
we expected to do.Tt’s definitely
not a good way to end this fa ll
season, so hopefully we can get
the kinks out o f our swings and
be able to do good in the spring.”
Different from all other sports
on campus, the golf team’s prac
tices are self-coached. Players
work out at the Kankakee Elks
Golf Club, where the team’s
home matches»'are also played.
They travel around their class
schedule, but most go around at 3
p.m. When they get to the course,
it is up to them what they will do.
They hit off the practice tee, putt
on the greens, play actual holes
or combine any one o f the three.
Without a coach to monitor, play
ers know they have to be respon
sible.
“If you don’t practice, you’re
probably not going to perform
w ell...it’s a game that’s alLon
you; [there is] not much coach
ing involved,” junior-Tate Dugger
said.
“It’s a real personal sport. It can
either make or break your college
career,” Hopkins said. “Basi
cally, over the summer time, it’s
up to you to get lessons and make
yourself better for the season;
then through the season, maintain*
where you’re at...it very much
relies on your personal responsi
bility.”

H o m e

The Elks Golf Club is 15 m ini
utes away from campus and play
ers provide their own transpor
tation, but that does not bother
them.
H ‘A s far as money, the universi
ty covers our practice and things
like that. As far as travel, it’s not
too bad. And it’s one o f the nicest
courses in the area, so we sacri
fice as a team gas money,” Hop
kins said.
New to the team this year is As
sistant Coach Brian Hyma, who
primarily serves as the athletic
training director. He replaced As
sistant Coach Adam Reynolds,
who left the school last year. With
Schimmelpennig off campus the
majority o f the time, Hyma is
around to help answer any ques
tions the players have. He has
never coached golf before, but
said he is ready to help in any way
he can.
“I’ve told the guys I’m not go
ing to be able to judge their swing,
or tell them they are doing this
right or wrong, but they say I’m
going to be the one to help them
out as far as encouragement and
help them out mentally,” he said.
The team thinks Hyma’s pres
ence is enough.
“The addition o f Professor Bri
an Hyma as our assistant coach
has been a benefit,” Schimmel
pennig said. “Coach Hyma has
quickly developed a relationship
with the guys and has done a
great job.”
“I like Hyma; [he’s] great,”
Dugger said. “He’s really good
and he’s only in his first year,
so he’s still kind o f learning the
ropes of what it takes to be a golf
coach...We like his enthusiasm.
We like his character.”
With Hyma in place and a suc
cessful fall seàson under, their

S p o r t s

belts, the team now looks forward
to spring season. They will soon
move indoors to hitting nets and
practice greens, but everyone has
the same thing on their mind: the
school’s first berth in the NAIA
nationals.
“Our expectations are high be
cause we have everyone coming

back this year,” Hyma said. “The
challenge is going to be coming
off a layoff in the wintertime for
a spring season.. .If they stay con
sistently practicing indoors and
they consistently work, I don’t
see how they could not make it
to nationals and place well in na
tionals this year.”

New man on bendi
JARRYD FRAKES

cial statement that the school not
only offets, but encourages.?;;“!
; jfrakes@olivet.edu
Birkey . not only enjoys die
spiritual
side o f Olivet, but also
The Men’s Basketball team
starts their season on Oct. 24 hopes players see him as a Chris
at the University o f St. Francis tian role model.
“As a coach, it is so impor
Classic with new Head Assistant
tant
to be an example, not only:
coach Nick Birkey on the bench.
He takes over the head position with your actions, but with your
left by former Assistant Dan words,” he said. “Whether we
Voudrie. Voudrie left to become win five games or 25 games, if
the head coach at the University I am not helping my players in
their walk with Christ, then I feel
o f Purdue at Calumet.
Birkey, a 2007 graduate, like I am not doing my job.”
Along with the coaching posi
makes his return after spending
tion,
Birkey takes over the role
a year as an assistant coach at
o f Men’s Sports Information
Eureka College in Illinois.
While studying at Olivet, he Director, jfe takes over the po
was a student assistant for four sition that Marc Shaner previ
years. He was also the head ously held. Birkey sees that be
;coach o f the junior varsity squad. ing Sports Information Director
Birkey wasn’t gone for long be involves specific jobs.
“There are three things that go
fore he realized his coaching ca
into
the Sports Information Di
reer belonged at Olivet.
: “Olivet has always been a rector position,” he said. “And
place where I’ve felt welcome,’a those things are reporting, com
Birkey said. “It was an opportu munication, and probably the
most important thing is keeping
nity that 1 couldn’t pass up.”
One o f the reasons Birkey the Olivet website up to date.”
The first chance to see Birkey
came back to Olivet was the en
and
the men’s basketball team in
vironment the university brings.
action
at home will be Nov. 18,
“I like the atmosphere here,’!
when
the
Tigers host the Univer
he said. “I also like the com
bination o f th6 student-athlete sity o f Illinois-Springfield.
along with the spiritual and so-

S c h e d u l e

Football
10/25 St. Ambrose University

1:30 p.m.

Women's Soccer
10/25 Saint Xavier University

Men's Soccer
10/25 Saint Xavier University

3:00 p.m.

Women's Basketball
10/24 Illinois Central College
11/7-8 Holiday Inn Express Classic

5:30 p.m.

Men's and Women's Tennis.
10/23-25 Conference Tournament

TBA

1:00 p.m.

Women's Volleyball
11/4
Purdue University-North Central
Men's and Women's Cross Country
11/8
Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic
Conference Meet at Aspen Ridge
Golf Course, Bourbonnais, III.

7:00 p.m.

11:15 a.m.

Same old, same old in Chicago
MICHAEL VANDERHEI
mvanderh@olivet.edu
What is it about Chicago that
makes teams seem so good, but
in the end they are just mediocre?
The Bears were supposed to make
it back-to-back Super Bowl ap
pearances, but a 7-9 record didn’t
even cut it for the playoffs. The
Bulls were supposed to dominate
the terrible Eastern Conference,
but that didn’t happen either; they
finished 26 games out of first and
missed a playoff spot. The Blackhawks,-who weren’t expected
to make any noise, finished six.
games above .500, but still three
points out of a playoff spot. So it
was up to the baseball teams to
make the postseason and bring
home some hardware to the city.
Sprits were high for the season
despite the fact that Chicago had
only won two World Series in the
last 100 years, both by the White
Sox in 1917 and 2005.
The White Sox weren’t picked
to make the playoffs, but they

were a better team on paper than
they played. Their lineup consist
ed of Ken Griffey Jr., Jim Thome,
Jermaine Dye, Paul Konerko
and two rising starts in Carlos
Quinten and Alexei Ramirez. The
line-up full of power led the ma
jors with 235 home runs this year.
Despite slipping in to the play
offs, the 2008 American League
Champions quickly put an end to
their postseason. (If you would
have told me before the season’
that the White Sox would win the
division, I would have believed
you; but if you told me that they
would have lost to the Tampa Bay
Rays? You have got to be kidding
me, the Rays?) The surprise team
of the year completely domi
nated the division series against
the Sox, but was nice enough to
give the Sox a win in game three.
Soon-to-be Rookie of the Year,
Evan Longoria set the tone for the
series, hitting two home runs in
his first two at-bats against Javier
Vazquez. The Sox battled, but the
young Rays scored runs in sever
al different ways, overcoming the

South Siders’ ability to go deep.
2008 was a good season for the
Sox, but the last week o f the sea
son killed the team. They played
a makeup game and game 163 to
finish the regular season. The team
will be great next year, and you
can expect them to be contend
ers after they fix up their bullpen,
mainly their seventh and eighth
inning pitchers. They should also
look for another starter to replace
the injured Jose Contreras and the
inconsistent Javier Vazquez.
The Cubs are familiar with the
words disappointment and un
derachieving. Many analysts (in- eluding the curse-causing Sports
Illustrated) picked the Cubs to go
to the World Series. Predictions
seemed reasonable after the North
Siders finished with 97 wins and
the best record in the National
League. But, of course, it wasn’t
meant to be...again. The series
loss was a big blow to the team
and its fans; it was the best Cubs
team I have seen in my lifetime
and they proved it in the regular
season. Things seemed to be real

AP PHOTO

Fans express sorrow after the Cubs w ere sw ept in three
gam es Jh |

ly falling into place when Carlos
Zambrano threw a no-hitter at the
end o f the season. When things
were said and done, however, the
Dodgers sweep was the biggest;,
disappointment of the year, and
maybe of the century in Chicago
¿sports. What else can be said for
the team? It seems as though the
series was over in the 5th inning
o f game one, when James Loney
hit a grand slam to take a 4-2 lead
over the Cubs. After that it ju s t|
seemed like the team gave up;
their body language said they were
done. The clutch hitting, which
was there for the Cubs all season,
didn’t make an appearance. One
o f things about MLB postseasons
is that the team that’s hot at the
end o f season usually wins. The
Cubs didn’t go with who was hot;
I don’t care if Fukudome is mak
ing $48 million, Micah Hoffpauir
was hitting the cover off the ball
going into the postseason and An
gel Guzman was pitching good
enough to be put in the bullpen
for the postseason. Piniella went
with the regulars, one of the very
few mistakes he has made as the
manager the last two years. Bot
tom line: it’s the hundreth time
APPHOTO
Cubs nation is saying “Wait ‘til
The Tampa Bay Rays celebrate after defeating the Sox in the Am erican League Cham next year.” Next year should be

another good regular season for
the Cubs. A few moves should
be made this offseason, including
getting at least two left-handed
hitters. The Cubs should leave
Edmonds off the roster and go
after the man they should have
acquired last year, Brian Rob
erts. The Cubs should make a
bid for C.C. Sabathia since he’ll
be a free agent, but realistically,
they should trade for Roberts and
left-handed relief pitcher George.
Sherrill; both from Baltimore.
The best part o f sports is the
hope we all have for what can
happen at the start o f a new sea-£
son. The Bears are off to a good
start with a running game featur
ing breakout rookie Matt Forte
and veteran Kevin Jones. Kyle
Orton has been consistent and is
not making the same mistakes
Rex Grossman did. The Bull’s
number-one draft pick, Derek
Rose, will be a superstar in the
near future. The White Sox and
Cubs both have good teams, but
they have to perform better when
the playoffs come around. Disap
pointment will always be a part
o f Chicago sports, but something
has to give. Like Eddie Vetter
says, “Someday, we’ll go all the
way.”

pionship Series three to one.

Knowles Knows:
passes.
At running back, Clinton Portis
rknowl2@olivet.edu
has solidified himself as the num
ber one fantasy,option. Portis had
Fantasy football fanatics, it’s another stellar performance this
been two crazy weeks since our week racking up 175 yards rush
last edition. Much has happened ing and a touchdown against the
in the two weeks, including tur Browns. Portis leads the league
moil in Big D, a resurgence in St. in rushing with 818 yards and
Louis, and the Bears finding an leads the next rusher by nearly
offense.
140 yards. Portis is also second in
Kyle Orton’s performance this rushing touchdowns with seven
season has helped heal the wounds only behind LenDale White who
left by Rex Grossman and Brian
has eight.
Griese. Orton has scored at least
A surging running back who
15 points in five straight weeks' was highly regarded before the
and has 10 touchdowns. Orton season but was slow out o f the
could have 14 touchdowns if not gates is Stephen Jackson. Jackfor Desmond Clark fumbling
son did whatever he. wanted
on the one yard line and Marty against the out-matched Cow
Booker dropping two touchdown
boys defense and in the process
RANDALL KNOWLES

racked up 160 rushing yards and
three touchdowns. Jackson own-1
ers should breathe a little easier,
with the news that his ailing quad
shouldn’t force him to miss any
action.
Two outstanding former fanta-g
sy performers in Peyton Manning
and LaDainian Tomlinson have
hit some serious rough patches.
Take out the game against Bal
timore in which he. threw' three
touchdowns and Peytoji has
thrown just five touchdowns to
seven interceptions. Tomlinson
had just 67 yards on 20 rushes
against the Buffalo Bills and has
failed to produce consistently
throughout the season;
With Willie Parker out indefi
nitely and Rashard Mendenhall

Advice for managing your
fantasy football team
out for the season, Mewelde
Moore is a great replacement
option. Moore had a coming out
party against the sluggish Chiefs
run defense. Moore had a total of
134 yards with three touchdowns.
Moore would be a great buy if he
still is available, but don’t expect
.thiâ' kind o f performance every
Sunday.
If you are looking for tem
porary replacements at running
back, Deuce McCallister looks
like a solid buy since he should
see more carries with Reggie
Bush sidelined. Other good buys
are Michael Pittman, Thomas
Jones, and believe it or not, Ce
dric Benson.
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sportsspotlight

The soccer team ’s highest ranking in the N A IA this year w as fourteenth.

TOSSING AROUND
THE PIGSKIN WITH,...

Soccer team successes

Rory Fry, Football
The senior linebacker is third
on the team with 51 tackles ■
On his beginnings: in the
sport....
I started playing football
when I was in seventh grade
and I loved it. I played through
high school and four years here
at Olivet. It’s what I love to do.
Thereby nothing I ’d rather be
doing than playing football. I
wish I could play for another
four years. It’s the passion of
my life.

On what made him interested
in football...

BY JALISA SMITH

jsmith21@olivet.edu

The men’s soccer team has a whole
new look under first-year, defensiveminded head coach Justin Crew.
It is midway through October and
the men’s soccer team is focused on
making it to, and winning, nationals.
The Tigers started off the season
strong with only, one loss in their
first ten games; they won six and tied
four.
“It’s not an individual person,”
said junior mid-fielder Vincent
Mkhwanazi. “Our team’s success is
exactly that -- our team’s success.”
Last season, when head coach
Mark Howard stepped down, Justin
Crew was named interim head coach.

This season, Crew remains at the
Despite starting the early season
helm.
success, the Tigers have struggled re
“He has definitely helped us in cently. They have lost three of their
developing certain technical as last five games and their hope of a
pects, and giving his insight,” said first-ever NAIA ranking in the Top 25
Mkhwanazi.
has vanished.
Through fourteen games this year,
: “We’ve hit a little bit of a rough
the Tigers are 7-3-4. At this point last patch here but I think our guys are
year, they were 7-6-1.
working hard and they’ll be able to
“Hard work, buying into the team’s persevere,” said Crew.
philosophy, and guys coming out and
The team now finds itself tied for
giving their best effort in practice ev second in the Chicago Collegiate
ery day 'is part of our success,” said Athletic Conference (CCAC) with
Crew.
Judson University, and team mem-l
“T think the difference between bers feel confident in what they can
this team and past teams is the bond do.
ing,” said Mkhwanazi. “It seems like ; : “It hasn’t quite worked out the way;
[in] this team .more of the guys have ,we hoped it would in the past four
chemistry, and we understand each games, but we still have a chance to
other.”
do some big things, finish strong and

In the neighborhood I grew
up in, all the kids around me
and I played backyard football
from first grade on. It was the
culture I grew up in. It’s what
everybody did and so that’s
what we did.

T u ffy

• Hours:
Mon - Fri:8:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

We Fix Cars and Treat You Right!

If you would’ve asked me af
ter high school where I would
like to play, I would say run-;
ning back for sure because it’s
a blast! But linebacker is really
growing on me. I’ve been able
to have some success this year
and I ’ve gotten a lot better-be
ing on the other side o f the ball
because I understand what of
fenses are try to do.

815 929-1866
-

10% Discount
for students and faculty
University ID required
Offering Complete Automotive Repair!

On how he plans to incor
porate football in his life after
college...

Computer Diagnostics Engine,Transm ission,
General Maintenance ...and much more!

I’m not sure what I want to do
after Olivet as far as a job, but I
really want to get into coaching.
That’s just something I want to
try after... because I have a hard
time imagining what life would
be like without football.

Special Rates on Towing Service
Car Care One, 90 Days Same as Cash

www.tuffy.com
__i________ Alumni-owned and operated!

On any otherpassions he has
in life...
I don’t have any besides foot
ball, I guess {laughs). Let’s just
skip that one.

My teammates. No doubt.
Just the camaraderie we have
and the sense o f team. Having
your buddies out there with you
is a blast and I’m going to miss
those guys more than anything.

577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914

Auto Service
Centers

On his transition from play
ing running back fo r three
years to outside linebacker this
year...

On what he is going to miss
most about football after this
year...

maybe make the conference tourna
ment and go to nationals,” said soph
omore forward Joel Kline.
Kline said that players like the
special saying that Crew uses to keep
them motivated, a saying that comes
from the' NBA team Boston Celtics;
“You can’t be all you can be unless
the person next to you is being all he
can be.T ;
Crew does not see the slump as be
ing a problem for too long.
“You are going to have your ups
and downs in a season because it is
hard to go through a season undefeat
ed,” said Crew. “We have a great op
portunity, and we’re still right in it.T!i |
Do the Tigers foresee the playing
in the postseason this year?
“Yes,” said Crew.

Free
Shuttle
Service

^pe's Automot/^

Locally Owned
"The Do It Better Shop”
COMPLETE AUTO * TRUCK* RV REPAIR
ALL MAKES AND MODELS

Subscribe to the OlimmerCast
Visit glimmercast.blogspot.com^'^^i
Or search in the ¡Tunes Store for GiimmerCast
1 Hosted by Scott Hale and frequented by many guests,
• r c h e c k back every tw o weeks for new episodes.
a

560 S. W ashington Ave., Kankakee
C O M PLETE CO M PUTER S ER V IC E
Tune Ups * AirCcmdrtioning* Brakes *
No Starts * Service engine soon fights*
Computer Diagnostics * Oil Changes*
Alternators & Starters * Overheating*
Alignment»,* Tires & Tire Repair *
Fluid leaks

10% Parts
Discount
w/ONU I.D.

815 937-9281
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